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i want my files organized into folders, like the creators of android did with their
operating system, and that is the only reason i use a smartphone at all! i want my

files organized into folders, like the creators of android did with their operating
system, and that is the only reason i use a smartphone at all! some might say the

pixel folders are obnoxious, in that theyre all named after numbers from 1-10, but i
look at it another way: it makes sense to name each folder like a day of the week,

and i can still quickly find the apps and files i need in one place. go ahead and root,
custom rom, or build your own kitkat-like version of android for your pixel 6 pro.

with tensor, and our own waterproof/dirt/sand/rainhat setup, this can help mitigate
a few bugs you might encounter. of course, you can always turn off the notch, so its

a trade-off. the iphone has the widest-angled, highest-resolution camera
smartphone camera available today. so, theres no argument that the 2019 iphones

camera is one of the best, if not the best camera smartphone camera there is.
however, google has managed to eke out a little bit of performance from their

hardware and introduced some new camera capabilities. you also get more granular
settings control. for example, in the camera app, you can now activate low-light
mode, capture time-lapse, stop motion, voice recording, long exposure. you can

even use the same shortcut to open the camera app as your flashlight. thats right: a
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flashlight shortcut. and you can also easily turn on app ops, which allows you to
control how your apps use your phone and the data they transfer on your personal

data plans.
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which takes me back to the real issue with the pixel line, and that is the inability to
update. we documented the saga that is samsungs android update problem back in

2017, and while the company has been making some strides, its still not great,
especially as the tech companies are seeing the writing on the wall about the future
of mobile, now going nearly exclusively on phones without removable batteries. my
friends imigo writes about how the pixel 6 pro is the only phone he considers to be
getting a full update, while the samsung galaxy s9 and s9+ arent getting them at

all. this is not an isolated issue, multiple review units are reporting lack of firmware
update files in the latest update, meaning theres no way to install it on these

phones. and both sonys and lgs updates for the flagship models and mid-range
devices have also been slow and badly broken on android 10, meaning many of us

will be facing the same issue going forward. the reason for the slow rollout is
understandable, of course. if samsung and lg are going to do this, why not try to

slow it down? it takes more time, and it causes more bugs, but by the time google
and the oems fix those issues, those phones will already have been out for a while.
the nexus 6p, however, was never going to get an update. the pixel pro 6 also looks
different, so much so that it appears to be a different phone, even though it has the
same chipset. it has a bigger display and 5g chipset, and a generally nicer feel. the
6 pro also sticks with 16gb of storage, but adds a microsd slot for more capacity.
like its smaller sibling, the 6 pro is still a good phone that just happened to get an
expensive rebranding. but if youre looking for some extra, google has offered the

option to pick up a screen protector for $5. this is an excellent option if you can get
them to fit well, as theyre pretty good at strengthening the surface of phones they
cover. for $5, theyre worth the small inconvenience of simply opening the phone

and transferring them in to a new phone. 5ec8ef588b
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